
PHOTO 3  /  GOOGLE MAPS @ 8 January 2015

SCREEN SHOT SHOWING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT  houses between nos 1 - 7 Newark Way:  no 1, no 3, no 5 and no 7 Newark Way

No 1 Newark Way is the adjoining semi-detached house to No 3 Newark Way (my home is with the car in the drive way) 

 No 1 Newark Way is the house adjoining my home. The 1st roof extension made and 1st loft extension made during the 1980s-1990s period is 
shown. This enlarged the 1st floor and removed the chalet roof.  However this is a pivotal photo and shows this dwelling before the start of the 
building owner's current work to add another 2nd roof extension and 2nd loft extension by means of an erroneous Permitted Development 
Certificate (H/03010/14).  
The building owner's legal Q&A documents during his recent conveyancing to purchase no 1 newark way did described the previous work done, and 
the difference in design to the adjacent semi-detached house (at no 3) was apparent to him too.  The building owner defies planning repeatedly to 
enlarge his house and could not careless of the consequence to adjacent homes.   Barnet did not carry out sufficient investigations when assessing 
the Permitted Development application and have since repeatedly endeavoured to cover up their errors by maladministration.

 No 3 Newark Way in the 1930's build configuration.  For identification purposes - a silver car is parked adjacent to my home.  The original small 
chalet-house build configuration from the 1930's is shown.  The original chalet-style (Cat Slide) roof is visible.  

 No 5 and no 7 Newark Way are also in another two  adjoining semi-detached houses, and not concerned by this matter.
 However they are example of the  original builder's configuration from the 1930s and both have chalet-style roofs.
No 5 Newark Way is the mirror image of the original appearance of no 1 Newark Way prior to its modification by a previous owner in period of the 
1980s-1990s.



A pivotal photo:  PRIOR to ALL works in 2014.  H/03014/14 built the 2nd roof extension and 2nd roof extension with dormer.  Photo date 8 January 2015.


